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Keith Miller is Head of Strategic Partnerships at the School of Computing, 
Mathematics and Digital Technology and also Head of International for the Faculty of 
Science and Engineering at Manchester Metropolitan University. He took on these 
roles after spending ten years as Head of the School of Computing, Mathematics 
and Digital Technology, where he led a team of 70 academics responsible for a 
student population of over 1,400 FTEs. During his time at Manchester Metropolitan 
University he has had strategic leadership responsibility in the Faculty of Science 
and Engineering for Employability. and Learning Technology. He has 
overseen/supported the introduction of Manchester Met’s highly successful degree 
apprenticeships, the creation of Manchester Met’s Crime and Well Being Big Data 
Centre and Manchester Met’s research centre for Advanced Computational Science.  

He has been an active member of the British Computer Society since 1995, chairing 
its Methods and Tools Specialist Group for four years. Keith is an experienced 
academic accreditor for the BCS and he is a member the Society’s Academic 
Accreditation Committee. Keith works closely with local government and he currently 
chairs the Greater Manchester Cyber Advisory Group and is a member of the 
Mayor’s Greater Manchester Digital Steering Board.  

In his current role Keith works closely with industry. His research interests are in 
design methods and evaluating impacts of technology. He has led bids for EU, TSB 
and regional development funding. He is currently leading a £6M a four-university 
ERDF project promoting cyber security innovation among SMEs in the Greater 
Manchester region with partners from the universities of Lancaster, Manchester and 
Salford.  

Personal Statement  

I have been a CPHC committee member for five years, with the last three as 
Secretary. I would like to continue to work with CPHC to promote the profile of 
Computer Science at national level, help to improve partnerships with industry and 
increase the employment opportunity for Computer Science graduates.  

 


